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The pseudoscalars in Garret Sobczyk’s paper Simplicial Calculus with
Geometric Algebra [1] are not well defined. Therefore his calculus does
not have a proper foundation.

Update: Sobczyk has conceded the point. See the end of this paper.

In 1868 Joseph Serret defined the area of a surface as the limit of areas of
inscribed polyhedra [4]. It is a natural generalization of the definition of the
length of a curve as the limit of lengths of inscribed polygons. Unfortunately,
Serret’s definition is flawed: In 1882 Hermann Schwarz [5] showed that Serret’s
definition does not give a well defined surface area. His simple example is the
area of the lateral side of a cylinder.1

This story is told in an award winning paper by Frieda Zames [6] and illus-
trated in a Wolfram Demonstrations Project [7]. I learned of the problem with
Serret’s definition as an undergraduate in David Widder’s advanced calculus
text [8], and was quite intrigued.

Every manifold has a pseudoscalar field I(x). Garret Sobczyk’s paper Sim-
plicial Calculus with Geometric Algebra attempts a geometric definition of I(x)
[1]. It has been cited approvingly by Hestenes [2] and used implicitly by Doran
and Lasenby [3]. However, Sobczyk’s definition is flawed for the same reason
that Serret’s definition is flawed: It is not well defined.

Sobczyk’s definition of I(x) is one of “the formal definitions upon which we
construct our theory”. Since the definition is not sound, neither is the theory.
Following Schwarz, I will show that Sobczyk’s definition does not give a well
defined I(x) for the lateral side of a cylinder.

Fig. 1: Triangles
inscribed in cylinder.

Start with a cylinder of height a erected on the cir-
cle x2+y2 = 1 in the z = 0 plane. See Fig. 1. Inscribe a
polyhedron in the cylinder whose faces consist of isosce-
les triangles as follows. Divide the circumference at the
top and bottom into n equal arcs subtending angles
2π/n from the center, but let the points of subdivision
at the top lie midway between those at the bottom.

Draw a straight line from each point to its two
neighbors on the same circle and to the two nearest
points of subdivision on the other circle. The inscribed
polyhedron thus formed has 2n isosceles triangles for faces.

1One correct geometric definition of surface area divides a surface into small pieces,
projects each piece onto the tangent plane at some point in the piece, adds the areas of
the projections, and takes the limit as the pieces become smaller [9]. The usual area for-
mula

∫∫
A |ru × rv | dA, where r : A→ S is a regular parameterization of a surface, is then a

theorem. This approach is too advanced for an introductory vector calculus course, so the
integral is usually taken as the definition of surface area.



Fig. 2: The z = a/m plane.

Next, suppose that the number of sides of the
polyhedron is increased by first dividing the cylin-
der into m equal cylinders by planes parallel to the
base and then proceeding with each as above.

Consider, for example, an “upside down”
isosceles triangle with apex in the z = 0 plane
at (0, 1, 0) and base in the z = a/m plane. Fig-
ure 2 shows that plane. The two vertices on the
base, denoted ◦, have coordinates(
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Let r and s be the vectors from the apex (0, 1, 0) to the base angles. The
plane and area of the triangle are represented by 1

2r ∧ s. Sobczyk [1] defines
the pseudoscalar at (0, 1, 0) to be
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I now show that the limit is not well defined: it depends on the way one
takes r ∧ s→ 0. Compute:
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If m = n, then the i∧k term dominates for large n, so limn→∞
r∧s
|r∧s| = i∧k.

This is a unit pseudoscalar of the tangent algebra to the cylinder at the apex
(0, 1, 0). Good!

But if m = n3, then the limit is j∧ i. This is orthogonal to the pseudoscalar
i ∧ k at (0, 1, 0). And if m = cn2 (c > 0, a constant) then the limit is a
normalized linear combination of i ∧ k and j ∧ i with positive coefficients.

This does not yet contradict Sobczyk’s claim, as he requires that the vertices
of the inscribed polyhedra for a given n be contained in those for n + 1. For
this, choose n = 2i and let i→∞. And for the m = cn2 case, use only powers
of 2 for c.

Of course the lateral side of a cylinder has a pseudoscalar field. Unfortu-
nately, Sobczyk’s definition [1] does not capture it.
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Update: Sobczyk has conceded the point: Click. (The URL is long.)

Sobczyk’s comment:

The flaw in my partitioning scheme had already been pointed out
in F. James, “Surface Area and the Cylinder Area Paradox”, The
College Mathematics Journal 8 (1977) 207-211. It is obviously
not a trivial problem and it is one that is worth looking into. If
MacDonald [sic] had done that, he would have made a real contri-
bution.

My reply:

Zames’ paper (which I cite and describe) has nothing to do with
geometric algebra. It describes a similarly failed construction using
simplices, that of 2D (surface) area. Google Scholar lists 36 cita-
tions to Sobczyk’s paper. As far as I know, the flaw in it had not
previously been noted, even by citing Zames.

There are correct geometric definitions of 2D area using simplices.
I cite one in a footnote. As far as I know, none generalize to nD
volume. So I don’t see much hope for the more difficult task of
salvaging Sobczyk’s nD paper while retaining “simplicial” in its
title.
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